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88. On Dowker’s Problem

By Yoshiaki I’tAYASHI
(Comm. by K. KUNUC.I, M.J.)., July 12, 1957)

In 1949, C. H. Dowker raised the question ) ’Is every normal
Hausdorff space R countably paracompact (i.e. does every countable
open covering of R have a locally finite open refinement)?’. In this
paper, we shall give a negative answer to this problem, i.e. we shall
show that there exists a normal Hausdorff space which is not countably
paracompact.
(1) Let

R-- {0, 1, 2, 3,..., ,..., Y2} where is the first ordinal number
in all 3rd-class ordinals,

R.=R-...-R-...-{O, 1,2,3,...,} where each n<, is
the first ordinal in all 2hal-class ordinals.

For each Ri, we define its topology by the limit of ordinals as
usual.)

Let
S-RXR. XRX

Give the weak topology of the product space for S.
Since each R is compact Hausdorff space, S is a compact Haus-

dorf space. And, therefore S is normal.
Now, (2, , , ,...) is a point of S. Let

R=S-(2, , , ,’’ ").
(2) Since R is a subspace of S, R is a Hausdorff space. We shall
prove that R is normal.

Let A, B be disjoint two closed sets of R.
Let fi be the closure in S of A, and be the closure in S of B.

(i) The case of AB$(2, o,o,...).
A, B are disjoint two closed sets of S. Since S is normal, there

exist disjoint two open sets Go, H0 of S such that Go L3A, H0 B.
G=R.’-’,Go, H=RHo are disjoint two open sets of R such that
GA, HB.
(ii) The case of AB(Y2, a,, a),...).

This case never happen.

Assume AB (D, , w,... ).

1) See 1]. (Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the
paper.)

2) We define neighbourhoods of p as follows" for each q<p, {plq<pl:/.p] is a
neighbourhood of p.
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For any /< t?, there exists a point a A such that a--(a, , ,. .)
(/< a< t?) by the following argument.

Define open sets U (n-l, 2, 3,... < ) of S as follows:
U--{p--(p,p.,...)l<p_2, n--l_p._, n--2_p_o,...,

l<_po, O_p<_o (i--n+1, n+2,...)},
then

UA (n--l, 2, a,...)

Let a e UA, and let a be the first coordinate of a.
Consider the sequence a, ., a,.., of ordinals. Then there exists

a subsequence {a 3"- 1, 2, 3,:.. < such that Onl
Let a-- lim a, then /<a<

Let a--(a, o, ,...), then a is an accumulation point of {a In< }
and aeR. As A is a closed set of R, a eA’.

By a similar argument, there exists a point b B such that b--

Now, let a e A, a=(,, , o,. .), 0<,< t?. There exists such
a by the above argument. As / in the above argument is arbitrary,
there exists a point b e B such that b;--(,,
And then there exists a e A such that a--(,,
By similar arguments, we define a a, a, 5, eA, 2, b,b,"" eB one
after another.’ Both the sequence {a} and the sequence {b} converge
to a same point p- (, , ,... )(--lim ,-lim ,n< 9) e R. As both

A and B are closed sets of R, peA and p eB. This result is con-
tradictory to AB--.

By (i), (ii), R is normal.
(3) Define closed sets F (n--l, 2, 3,... < ) of R as follows:

FI--{p-(pl, p.,. .) p--2, O<_pi_o (i--2, 3, 4,...)}--(t?, , o,...),
(i-S,

0-)9 )9

with vacuous intersection.
We shall prove that there exists no sequence {Gln-1, 2, 3,...-< }

of open sets of R satisfying the following conditions (A):

GF. (n--l, 2, 3,...),---- where - is /he closure in R of G.
3). We denote the empty set by .
4) We must use the mathematical induction in strictly.
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Assume that there exists a sequence {G,} of open sets of R
satisfying the conditions (A).

F, contains

P {p--(p, p,...)lp--,(2, p.--p--...--p--o, pn+--p/.----"’--m,

m--l, 2, 3,...
Therefore, for the open set GF there exist ordinals
c,,<, c,,s<,. ., c,,<; (m- 1, 2, 3, <) such that

Q,= {p=(p, pz,...) $,<pgg, c 2<P2, Cn,m,8<ps,".
Ca mn<Pn<, n+Z--Pn+2--’’" },

Let Sn--SUp{$,}, and let

T= {-(, ,...) <<, --...-},
then T. G by the following argument.

Let t e T. Then

t-(,., , ,...) (<<t).
For each m< there exists t, such that

e Q:,= {p-(p. p,. ") $n,<Pg2, P--P--" "--P--,
p+--p+-- --m},

the first coordinate of t, is r.
Consider the sequence

t,, t,, t,s,...
This sequence converges to t. For each

t,Q,Qn,G.
Therefore t e G. Hence we have T G’.

Let $=sup{$}, and let

T= {-(p. ,...) $<<9, p-p=... =},
then T T for every integer n.

Therefore G T T.
n=l n=l

As T is non-empty, G is non-empty. This result is contradic-

tory to the assumption G-.
Therefore, there exists no sequence {G} of open sets of R satis-

fying the conditions (A).
(4) We shall prove that R is not countably paracompact.

From (2), R is a normal Hausdorff space. And, for the decreasing
sequence F F Fs. of closed sets of R which is defined
in (3), from the argument in (3) there exists no decreasing sequence
GGG... of open sets of R such that
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GF (i--1, 2, 3,...),

herefore,, by the result in F. Ishikawa’s paper [., R is no eountably
paraeompaet.

Thus we eonelude hat R is a normal I-Iausdorff space which is
not eountably paraeompaeL

The author wishes to express his hearty thanks to Professor K.
Kunugi for his kind advices in this study.
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